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FOREWORD
"Beyond the Veil of Delusions - Understanding Relationships Through
Homeopathy" by Mati H Fuller is a fascinating psychological and homeopathic
study of human nature and its inner relationships.
Mati's understanding of psychology and her proficiency in homeopathic
medicine merge together in this delightful, easy to read and easy to understand
book.
We all have a need for water, food, and a hospitable climate where we can
live and thrive comfortably. We all have a need for love, attention and affection,
but our love relationships and interactions have always been a source of
mystery to many of us. How often have we heard, "What does he see in her?" or
"They seemed like such a nice couple, why did they split up?" Or, even, "Why do
they stay together?" These questions have never been adequately explained, but
Mati's insights remove the mystery. This book sheds light upon the motivations
of many constitutional remedies and it enlightens the reader to the needs,
desires and fears each remedy exhibits. Now we can understand the glue that
holds relationships together or the repelling forces that might precipitate a
separation.
Beyond the Veil of Delusions is fascinating reading, not just for the
homeopath, but for anyone who is a student of human behavior, or for anyone
who wants to achieve a better understanding of what makes relationships work
or not work. Through Mati's understanding of human needs at the more
elemental levels of security, image and delusions these remedy pictures come
alive.
Mati Fuller brings a rich background to the homeopathic table. Her study
of homeopathy and her clearness of vision and understanding of human
behavior make this a unique but solid compilation of her knowledge. Although
her book is more than 300 pages long, I do have one complaint: it was so good
that Mati left me wanting more. I scoured the index hoping for just one more
remedy, well maybe two more, or even three more would be nice...
Mati has opened a door for us, a door that many homeopaths can now
pass through, she has brought our literature and understanding to a new,
exciting dimension, and I look forward to her next book as time allows her to
continue her project into the future.
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This book is a classical piece of literature; it will take its place
prominently on my book shelf right next to Catherine Coulter, Robin Murphy's
Workbook, Gibbson and Bailey's Psychology. I am always delighted to have
another reference book that I can use to refresh my knowledge in a particular
area and Mati's book has done that - taught me more in an exciting, refreshing
way.

Maria T. Bohle, CCH, RS Horn (NA), DHM, DCN, FBIH, Director, The
British Institute of Homeopathy, USA
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